
FF or adventures couples who want to stray from the generic candle-lit dinners, have had

enough of hearts and are bored of bouquets, Inkaterra offer unique, once-in-a-lifetime,

romantic experiences, from staying the night high in the Amazonian treetops, to spa treatments

on the banks of the Madre de Dios.

Brave couples can enjoy the ultimate Valentine’s experience, secluded at 90ft above the forest

floor, in the Inkaterra Canopy Tree House. Situated at the end of the Canopy Walkway at

Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica, winding through the thriving Amazonian tree tops, the Tree

House offers love birds a star lit dinner and a canopy night walk, before spending the night with

only lantern light and the sounds of the rainforest for company.
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only lantern light and the sounds of the rainforest for company.

After watching the sunrise across the Amazonian tree tops, couples can watch it set, as they enjoy

the Twilight River experience. This guided afternoon boat ride showcases the enchanting

transformation from a diurnal to a nocturnal environment, as animals and birds of the daytime

retire, and the Amazon is filled with species adapted to the darkness. As they sail through the

jungle, couples can search for nightjars, owls, capybaras and caimans, guided by starlight.



Situated on the banks of the Madre de Dios River, facing Rolin Island, the ENA Spa at Inkaterra

Reserva Amazonica provides a great spot for gazing into an Amazonian sunset. Couple can

completely relax as they enjoy a rejuvenating Reserva Amazonica Body Exfoliation, using a

natural selection of locally grown cocoa plants, and rehydrating cocoa milk to nourish and protect

the skin, before a Foot Therapy exfoliates and hydrates with a combination of salts, various

plants and flowers from the region.

For more information, please visit www.inkaterra.com
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